DESIGN OF AN ONTOLOGY FOR SIMULATION WORKFLOW OPTIMIZATION
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Abstract. This paper investigates the development of an optimization ontology model. The optimization ontology assists in exchanging semantic project information when working with optimization problems and ontology end users are developers sharing domain knowledge as well as instance knowledge of the optimization methods and tools. This work investigates the development of a General Optimization Ontology (GOO) ontology that will be designed and structured with main focus on the optimization domain but will be also capable to support any other application domains with a minor expansion. The authors developed the basic concepts common to all optimization problems that are required by the core part of the ontology. The first aim is to support automatic selection of the appropriate optimization tool for a given optimization problem, then it will be defined how that could be complemented by domain specific modules tailored to the optimization problems under investigation. The use case examples used to test the ontology focus on the simulation workflow optimization, with emphasis to the use of heterogeneous applications in heterogeneous environments.

1 INTRODUCTION

Ontologies provide a way to establish common vocabularies and capture domain knowledge and they can be used to improve search, integration of heterogeneous information, browsing or knowledge discovery. Ontologies are meant to define a domain and to be shared & used by many, therefore most successful ontologies were built by expert groups and also received the domain community acceptance, i.e.: EngMath in Engineering Math [1], OntoNova in Chemistry [2], GeneOntology in biology [3], etc.

Building an ontology requires first to provide a way to find and organize optimization-related information, knowledge, artifacts, and also to establish common vocabularies, nomenclatures and taxonomies in the field. Using the ontology helps increase interoperability, integration and reuse of optimization artifacts like algorithms, models, libraries or simulation tools.

Some attempts to create optimization ontologies can be found in the literature. These ontologies usually focus on the problem field (design, simulation, modeling) and they include an optimization part for the solution. SoPT & ONTOP are the ones closest to the current work. ONTOP (Ontology for Optimization), was developed to facilitate Engineering Design Optimization (EDO). The preliminary work began with the development of a Finite Element Model (FEM) knowledge-capturing tool, ON-TEAM [4]. ONTOP’s structure provides the means to identify feasible optimization techniques, for a given design optimization problem. SoPT, the ontology for Simulation OPTimization includes concepts from both conventional/mathematical programming and simulation optimization. SoPT aims to describe simulation optimization methods and help detect the correct tool for each specific case and to facilitate component reuse, especially in systems where simulators and optimizers are loosely-coupled [5]. DeMO is an ontology for Discrete-Event Modeling (DEM) [6]. The DeMO ontology is aiming to the modeling and simulation field but it relates also to optimization as these three fields are highly connected and they complement each other. The main problem of most other ontologies is that they are structured around the domain of the problem to solve (design, simulation, biology, etc.) and less around the optimization domain. SoPT is attempting to correct it and the designers consider relating SoPT to the ONTOP & DeMO ontologies, but no .owl file is yet given for SoPT.

The present work investigates the development of an ontology for optimization that will be designed and structured with focus on the optimization domain and will be also capable to support any other application
domain with a minimal expansion. To create such flexible optimization ontology, it is necessary to decompose it in two parts, the core or common part of the optimization ontology and the domain or application specific part of the ontology. In this work the development of a main ontology is investigated first, and then as a case study, an .owl-based prototype example for workflow optimization is being discussed. The final goal of the workflow optimization ontology will be to provide a formalization of a generic design improvement cycle so that the iterative nature of the product design process can be effectively captured and described for both human and simulation workflows [7].

2 DESIGN OF THE OPTIMIZATION ONTOLOGY

The core ontology should include the definitions for typical optimization problems along with the descriptions of the methods and algorithms applied to solve an optimization task. The ontology’s basic structure must support optimization processes in general and focus on how to select and apply a suitable solution for the optimization problem encountered. The ontology classes should eventually cover all entities that concur in an optimization task.

There are several parts that make up an optimization task. The main components are:

- The Optimization Problem Model,
- The Optimization Solution Method,
- The Optimization Algorithm

where, an optimization Problem Model will be solved by a Solution Methods that invokes one or more optimization Algorithms (figure 1).

![Figure 1. The three main Classes](image)

2.1 The problem model

The Model of each Problem should belong to one of the numerous optimization problem categories developed and studied during the last century, from linear programming to non-linear & stochastic, from local to global, etc. A detailed taxonomy of these problem model categories must be developed in order to correctly classify the problems posed (figure 2).

![Figure 2. Problem Models](image)

2.2 The solution method

For each category of optimization problems, at least one method has been developed to propose a solution. A Solution Method may solve several problem categories and a problem may be solved by several methods. Again a taxonomy of available solution methods must be developed in order to classify the numerous developed techniques (figure 3).
2.3 The optimization algorithms

Usually the Solution Method & the Optimization Algorithm are seen as one thing. Optimization solutions are designed around an optimization algorithm. But, some methods may use more than one algorithms, or choose between versions of an algorithm or combine an optimization algorithm with other techniques. Therefore it is more flexible to separate the methods from the invoked algorithms, as they are designed to solve more basic tasks and they are implemented in specific modules, tools or applications. A taxonomy of all available algorithms must be developed to support the Solution Methods (figure 4).

2.4 Optimization components

Problem models, solution Methods & optimization Algorithms are characterized by a number of Characteristics which relate to the type of the optimization problem under question. They are also accompanied by a number of Components required to pose and solve each problem correctly.
2.5 Characteristics of the entities

All three entities share some common Characteristics that categorize them and help us detect the appropriate algorithm and method to solve each problem. These characteristics, either general or specific, should satisfy certain rules in order to connect a specific problem with a specific solution (figure 6).

Figure 6. Various Characteristics of the entities used

Having built the above structure, the ontology under development will be able to: a) suggest the suitable solution methods & algorithms for an optimization problem (based on its characteristics) and b) check if the problem is accompanied by all information required by the method to run (based on required vs. available components).

2.6 Specific Entities

Further development of the ontology can be done by adding application, domain, or, company specific information, such as: available SW tools to run an optimization method, HW infrastructure supporting SW tools, processing jobs categories, etc. Having this information available, more precise suggestions are possible e.g.: What SW to use, on which computer and how to run the job.

2.7 Properties

Properties connect all the above classes and build their relations. For example, the hasCharacteristic property enables us to identify compatible methods & algorithms with problems as they should possess the same characteristics, equally, the hasComponent property enables us to detect the required components to process a solution.

2.8 Rules

Based on the proposed optimization ontology several useful semantic rules on e.g. algorithm selection can be derived (e.g. if ObjectiveFunction is X and OptSolutionQuality is Y then OptAlgorithm is Z).

3 BUILDING THE ONTOLOGY

The ontology was built using the Protégé-OWL tool and editor [8] shown in figure 7.
A snapshot of the classes and properties introduces is shown in figure 8. Each subclass has a tree-style structure. There is no limit to expand the Problem, Method and Algorithm classes contained in the ontology, as there are hundreds of variations or sub-categories.

The relationships between classes, subclasses and also their properties are shown in a network graph in figure 9.

The development of an ontology is a never ending process that continuously enhances and updates the classes, the properties and the instances in the ontology.

Figure 8: Optimization Ontology: Sample lists of Classes/Subclasses and Properties.
Figure 9. Classes and relations visualization of optimization ontology
4 CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this paper was to investigate the development of an optimization ontology that can support automatic selection of the appropriate optimization tool for a given problem. The authors developed the basic concepts common to all optimization problems that are required by the core part of the ontology, and defined how that could be complemented by domain specific modules tailored to the applications/problems under investigation. Future work includes the application of the ontology on simulation workflow optimization problems running in heterogeneous environments.
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